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A B S T R A C T   

A photothermal gas sensor has been developed for simultaneous multi-species detection in a hollow-core fiber 
based on the frequency-division multiplexing technique. By passing multiple pump lasers and a probe laser 
through a gas-filled hollow-core anti-resonant fiber (HC-ARF), the absorption-generated modulation of the 
refractive index at various frequencies is sensitively detected by an in-line interferometer. Three distributed- 
feedback diode lasers at C-band, L-band and U-band are employed as pump lasers for C2H2, CO2 and CH4 
detection. Assisted by optical power amplifiers, the sensor achieves noise equivalent concentrations of 2.5 ppb, 
21 ppm and 200 ppb for C2H2, CO2 and CH4, respectively. The sensor demonstrates excellent linear response to 
gas concentrations with R-square values between 0.996 and 0.999. Measurement of the three gas species with 
time-varying concentrations, as well as the aforementioned experiments, further validates the simultaneous 
multi-species detection with high sensitivity, compact size, and extremely low gas consumption.   

1. Introduction 

Trace gas detection based on laser absorption spectroscopy (LAS) 
plays an important role in atmospheric monitoring [1], industrial 
emissions control [2], energy system [3] and human breath analysis [4] 
due to its high sensitivity and selectivity. LAS relies on the Beer-Lambert 
law, which describes the absorption of photons by gas molecules at a 
resonant frequency [5]. Among different absorption-based techniques, 
gas sensors based on photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) [6,7] and pho-
tothermal spectroscopy (PTS) [8–14] have been attracting increasing 
attention due to the unique advantages of compact size and low cost. 
The basic principle of PTS is based on the periodic V-T (vibration--
translation) relaxation process of gas molecules. The molecules are 
excited to a vibrational state after absorbing photons and back to the 
ground state through collisions, converting the photon energy into 
translational energy of molecules. The periodic process can induce 

refractive index variation which is detected by an interferometer. Be-
sides, another kind of novel photothermal technique was invented by 
utilizing the thermoelastic effect of a quartz tuning fork [15–17]. 

Recent years have witnessed a rapid development of PTS with 
hollow-core fibers (HCFs), in which the laser intensity is dramatically 
enhanced attributed to its μm-sized mode field diameter (MFD). In 2015, 
a hollow-core photonic bandgap fiber (HC-PBF) was first deployed in 
PTS, where the HC-PBF acted as a gas cell as well to generate strong 
laser-molecule interaction in an extremely small volume over a long 
optical path [12]. The photothermal effect can be enhanced by several 
orders of magnitude, compared with free-space case, showing the po-
tential of ultra-high sensitivity and wide dynamic range. With the 
advent of mid-infrared HCFs and laser sources such as quantum cascade 
laser (QCL) and interband cascade laser (ICL), PTS found its applications 
in mid-infrared region [18,19], where fundamental bands of the many 
important species are located. This provides larger molecular absorption 
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cross sections by one to three orders compared to those in the 
near-infrared region. Besides, different intriguing optical techniques 
were also introduced to boost the sensitivity of PTS to parts-per-billion 
(ppb) even parts-per-trillion (ppt) levels, such as pump laser power 
enhancement by PTS implementation inside a fiber-ring laser cavity 
[20], phase modulation amplification by locking the probe and pump 
lasers to an HCF-based Fabry–P é rot cavity [21], and external pertur-
bation phase noise minimization by developing transverse mode inter-
ference spectrometer [14]. 

To date, most works were performed with a single frequency laser 
targeting only one species. However, the detection of multi-species is 
practically demanded for a sensor in many specific applications. For 
example, in human breath analysis, some volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs) and carbon isotopes have been established as biomarkers, whose 
concentrations would collectively aid in disease diagnosis [4]. In in-
dustrial emissions control, the gas denitrification process in power 
plants critically relies on the measurement of water vapor, nitrogen 
oxides (NOx) and NH3 [22]. Simultaneous detection of ocean dissolved 
gases like CO2, O2, and H2 provides important information for the study 
of marine ecology, in which only a limited amount of dissolved gas 
analyte can be used for analysis [23]. In environmental monitoring, the 
transport, sources, and sinks of greenhouse gases (CH4, CO2, etc.) 
require accurate and continuous measurements at a low cost [24]. 
Recently, the feasibility of PTS for multi-species detection was demon-
strated using time-division multiplexing [25]. Different species must be 
separately interrogated in a time-consuming order due to the existing 
time gap between each measurement. Hence, the simultaneous mea-
surement of multi-species remains a challenge to be solved especially for 
scenarios, where only a limited sample amount can be expected or the 
variation tendency of relevant species needs to be investigated. 

In this work, a gas sensor with an all-fiber configuration based on 
PTS and frequency-division multiplexing (FDM) is proposed for simul-
taneous multi-species detection. The μm-sized diameter of the HCF with 
a short length provides sub-microliter gas consumption. As an example, 
three diode lasers with center wavelengths located at C-band, L-band 
and U-band are integrated to interrogate C2H2, CO2, and CH4, respec-
tively. The performance of the sensor including the detection limit, 
linear response, simultaneous measurement, and long-term stability is 
experimentally investigated in detail. 

2. Frequency-division multiplexing in photothermal 
spectroscopy 

A pump-probe configuration is often adopted for PTS. When the 
wavelength-modulated pump laser is in resonance with the gas mole-
cules, the absorption-induced phase modulation is detected by a probe- 
laser-based interferometer. As introduced previously, an HCF provides a 
significantly increased light intensity and highly efficient light-molecule 
interaction within the μm-sized hollow core. To achieve multi-species 
detection using FDM, the wavelength of each pump laser is modulated 
at different frequencies. The induced phase modulation by pump lasers 
along the HCF can be expressed by [12]. 

Δϕ∝k∗⋅L⋅
{

A⋅χ(λ[f ] )⋅Ppump
}

n (1)  

where the subscripter n (1, 2, 3, etc.) is the index of pump lasers, k * is a 
coefficient inversely proportional to the cross area of the MFD, L is the 
fiber length, A is the peak absorption coefficient, χ(λ[f ] ) is the normal-
ized line-shape function of the absorption feature, λ[f ] is the laser 
wavelength that is modulated at frequency f, Ppump is the average laser 
power over the whole hollow core fiber, for a thin absorption, i.e., 
A⋅L≪ 1. Deriving from the line-shape function of the absorption feature, 
the harmonics (1 f, 2 f, 3 f, etc.) of phase modulation exist and can be 
simultaneously detected by an interferometer. 

We use an in-line Fabry–P é rot interferometer (FPI) with a probe 
laser for phase modulation detection. The FPI is formed by natural re-
flections at the joints between the HCF and single mode fibers (SMFs) 
[26]. In this case, the photothermal-induced refractive index modula-
tion is encoded in the phase of the probe laser. The probe light exits from 
the input of the FPI, which carries the photothermal information, will 
interfere with the directly reflected one with no phase modulation. Two 
reflection beams and the interference process can be expressed by the 
following time-domain form of electrical fields 

E1 = A1cos(ωt+φ0) (2)  

E2 = A2cos(ωt+φ0 + 2⋅Δφ) (3)  

(E1 + E2)
2
= E2

1 +E2
2 +A1A2cos(2⋅Δφ) (4)  

where A1 and A2 are amplitudes, ω is the angular frequency of the probe 

Fig. 1. Schematic of the photothermal multi-species sensor system. EDFA, erbium-doped fiber amplifier; BOA, booster optical amplifier; PC, polarization controller; 
WDM, wavelength division multiplexing; FPI, Fabry–P é rot interferometer; SMF, single mode fibers; PD, photodetector; DAQ, data acquisition card. Inset: scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) image of the cross-section of the hollow-core anti-resonant fiber (HC-ARF), and the schematic of the HC-ARF FPI. 
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laser, φ0 is the initial phase of the probe laser, Δφ is phase modulation 
induced by the photothermal effect in which the factor 2 accounts for 
the single round trip of the probe laser in the FPI. Based on Eqs. (1) and 
(4), harmonics of phase modulation corresponding to different funda-
mental frequencies of wavelength modulation can be demodulated 
simultaneously by a lock-in amplifier. Note that a hollow-core anti- 
resonant fiber (HC-ARF) is utilized in this work instead of the 
commercially available HC-PBF. Compared with HC-PBF, the HC-ARF 
usually exhibits a relatively larger air core to facilitate the gas loading 
and much lower mode interference noise because the guided funda-
mental mode is kept away from silica junctions where cladding modes 
are significant [27]. 

3. Experimental apparatus 

The experimental setup of the sensor is shown in Fig. 1. The core 
sensing part is the FPI, formed by the HC-ARF and SMFs. The HC-ARF 
with a length of 7 cm and an air-core diameter of 28 µm acts as a gas 
cell, providing a gas consumption of only 0.17 μL. The gas samples are 
pressurized into the HC-ARF microchannels from a small gap (about 
2 µm) at the HC-ARF/SMF joints. Three diode lasers with wavelengths of 
1531.6 nm, 1572.3 nm and 1653.7 nm are used as pump lasers to 
interrogate C2H2, CO2 and CH4, respectively. The selected absorption 
lines and the corresponding line intensities from HITRAN database are 
listed in Table 1 [28]. We employ two erbium-doped fiber amplifiers 
(EDFAs) and one booster optical amplifier (BOA) to amplify the pump 
powers. Three polarization controllers (PC) are used to optimize the 
polarization of three pump lasers to maximize the corresponding effec-
tive pump power inside the HC-ARF. 

For multi-species detection, three pump lasers and one probe laser 
are combined and delivered into the FPI simultaneously via three 
WDMs. The WDM1 in Fig. 1 has two narrow input channels for 
1531.6 nm and 1572.3 nm. The combination of two lasers is delivered 
into the broadband input channel of WDM2 and the other narrow 
channel is designed for 1653.7 nm. Finally, the WDM3 combines the 
three pump lasers and the probe laser. The pump powers for C2H2, CO2 
and CH4 detection are 240 mW, 62 mW and 57 mW, respectively. The 
input channel of the WDM3 for probe laser has a center wavelength of 
1530.7 nm, which is chosen away from any gas absorption, and a nar-
row bandwidth of 200 GHz, which can sufficiently filter the cross-talk 
pump laser reflected by the FPI. 

Three current modulation frequencies of 23 kHz, 3 kHz and 8.5 kHz 

are applied on the pump lasers for C2H2, CO2 and CH4 detection, 
respectively. The modulation frequencies are selected considering the 
response bandwidth of the FPI and the different relaxation rates of the 
three gas molecules. The wavelength modulations of the pump lasers can 
generate refractive index modulation inside the HC-ARF which can be 
detected by the probe-laser-based interferometer. The probe laser works 
at the quadrature point of the interferometer, corresponding to the 
maximum frequency-to-intensity conversion efficiency. Another PC is 
used to control the probe laser polarization to optimize the contrast of 
interference fringes. The refractive index modulations at various fre-
quencies are encoded into the phase of the probe laser, which is con-
verted into the corresponding intensity modulation and detected by one 
single photodetector. The low-frequency part is used to stabilize the 
probe laser. The high-frequency part is demodulated in the second 
harmonic regime (2 f) by one lock-in amplifier, which comprises three 
separate demodulators sharing the same input channel. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Modulation depth optimization 

The PTS signal is related to the modulation depth which needs to be 
optimized to obtain the largest 2 f amplitude. The amplitude of PTS 
signal for a mixture of 1000 ppm C2H2/N2, 10 % CO2/N2 and 1 % CH4/ 
N2 are experimentally investigated at varied modulation current for this 
purpose. As shown in Fig. 2, the amplitude of PTS signal increases with 
the modulation depth first and then reaches a plateau. We adopt 
12.5 mA, 15 mA and 10 mA as the optimum modulation depths for 
C2H2, CO2 and CH4 respectively for the following experiments. All the 
amplitudes in Fig. 2 are normalized just for viewing purposes. 

4.2. Photothermal spectroscopy measurement 

To evaluate the sensor performance, gas mixtures of known con-
centrations are generated by diluting 1000 ppm C2H2/N2, pure CO2 and 
1 % CH4/N2 by pure N2 using a commercial gas dilution instrument. 
Three different kinds of gas mixtures are introduced into the sensor 
individually. Fig. 3 depicts the representative PTS-2f signal of the three 
gas species at different gas concentrations which are measured at 760 
torr. The linear responses of the sensor to the three gas species are 
separately investigated by measuring the corresponding amplitudes of 
the PTS signal and plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of gas concentration. 
The concentration ranges are 1–1000 ppm for C2H2/N2, 1–10 % for 
CO2/N2 and 100–10000 ppm for CH4/N2. The linear fit to the experi-
mental data yields R-square values of 0.996, 0.999, 0.999 and linear 
slope of 1.23 μV/ppm, 1.70 μV/1 %, 0.02 μV/ppm, for C2H2/N2, CO2/N2 
and CH4/N2, respectively. 

The capability of simultaneous measurement is validated by detect-
ing the three gas species in the HC-ARF. We program the gas dilution 
instrument to generate gas samples with time-varying concentrations 

Table 1 
The selected absorption lines and corresponding line intensities of C2H2, CO2, 
and CH4.  

Molecule Wavenumber (cm–1) Line intensity (cm–1⋅(mol⋅cm–2)–1) 

C2H2  6529.17 1.165 × 10–20 

CO2  6359.97 1.761 × 10–23 

CH4  6046.96 1.455 × 10–21  

Fig. 2. Measured amplitudes of PTS signal of (a) C2H2, (b) CO2 and (c) CH4 as a function of laser modulation depth.  
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and the measurement of each case (T1, T2, T3, T4 in Fig. 5) lasts for about 
135 s. In this test, the wavelengths of the three pump lasers are tuned to 
the absorption peaks of the corresponding molecules. Fig. 5 depicts the 
response curves of the sensor to different mixtures of the three gas 
species in four successive cases, which match well with the pre-set 
conditions. 

4.3. Detection limit 

To further evaluate the sensitivity and stability of the sensor, we 
perform Allan deviation analysis by measuring pure N2 for about one 
hour at a pressure of 760 torr with the results illustrated in Fig. 6. The 
three plots correspond to different detection frequencies of the three 
wavelengths. According to Fig. 6(a), the sensor achieves a sensitivity of 

21 ppb for C2H2 detection at an integration time of 1 s. The turning point 
of the curve at about 200 s leads to a minimum detection limit (MDL) of 
~2.5 ppb, corresponding to a normalized noise equivalent absorption 
(NNEA) coefficient of 1 × 10–8 cm–1⋅W/Hz1/2. Considering the 
maximum concentration of 1000 ppm in the linear curve, the dynamic 
range is beyond 4 orders of magnitude for C2H2 detection. Similarly, the 
Allan deviation curves corresponding to CO2 and CH4 in Fig. 6(b) and (c) 
show that the sensor achieves an MDL of 21 ppm for CO2 and 200 ppb 
for CH4 detection at an integration time of 400 s and 200 s, respectively.  
Table 2 summaries the MDL, NNEA, and dynamic range of the sensor for 
the gas species. One limitation factor for the sensitivity is the interfer-
ence fringes of pump lasers in the interferometer. The issue can be solved 
by adding a dielectric coating on the facets of SMFs. The coating should 
have a high reflectivity for the probe laser to enhance the effective 

Fig. 3. Representative PTS signals recorded with different concentrations of (a) C2H2, (b) CO2 and (c) CH4 at 760 torr.  

Fig. 4. Linearity of the amplitude of PTS signal to concentrations of (a) C2H2, (b) CO2 and (c) CH4.  

Fig. 5. Simultaneous detection of the three species with varying concentrations in four successive cases. Each laser wavelength is tuned to the peak of the corre-
sponding absorption line. The gas samples are generated by diluting the three calibrated gas species simultaneously. 
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interference and high transmissivity for pump to reduce the interference 
fringes. 

5. Conclusions 

We have demonstrated a trace gas sensor based on PTS and FDM for 
the simultaneous detection of multi-species. Within an all-fiber struc-
ture, three pump lasers and one probe laser are confined in an HC-ARF, 
which also acts as a gas cell and an interferometer at the same time. The 
linear response and the ability of simultaneous detection of the multi- 
species have been demonstrated. The sensor achieves minimum detec-
tion limits of 2.5 ppb, 21 ppm and 200 ppb for C2H2, CO2 and CH4, 
respectively. With the high sensitivity, low gas consumption, compact 
and flexible structure, the developed gas sensor is promising in many 
field applications. Future work will involve the improvement of the 
detection sensitivity by employing longer hollow-core fiber and mid- 
infrared pump lasers which covers the fundamental bands of gas 
molecules. 
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